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Free Stuff. This page contains a variety of educational materials that are offered here free of charge. Many of the documents on
this page are in PDF format.

Free Stuff - The National Jazz Workshop
The basic ingredients in music are SCALES, CHORDS, MELODY, RHYTHM, and HARMONY. Jazz education’s purpose is
to give you the basics you need in learning to play jazz or to improvise.

Jamey Aebersold's Jazz Handbook
Camden is a working jazz pianist, multi-instrumentalist, and music educator currently living near Boise, ID. He teaches music
at the Idaho Arts Charter School, and is the jazz adjunct professor at Northwest Nazarene University.

50 Easy Jazz Solos to Transcribe - Learn Jazz Standards
A bassline (also known as a bass line or bass part) is the term used in many styles of music, such as jazz, blues, funk, dub and
electronic, traditional music, or classical music for the low-pitched instrumental part or line played (in jazz and some forms of
popular music) by a rhythm section instrument such as the electric bass, double bass ...

Bassline - Wikipedia
In the above chart the Transposition column shows the number of actual steps transposed as an interval. Note that both the
tenor and baritone have a natural range most of which is in the bass clef.

Saxophone Transposition chart and transposing information
Autumn Leaves – Two-Note Chords. While three, four or five-note chord shapes are essential sounds for any jazz guitarist,
sometimes using two-note chords (aka double stops) is the best way to get your ideas onto the fretboard when comping behind
a melody or soloist.

AUTUMN LEAVES Jazz Guitar Chords
David Roy Eldridge (January 30, 1911 – February 26, 1989), nicknamed "Little Jazz", was an American jazz trumpet player.
His sophisticated use of harmony, including the use of tritone substitutions, his virtuosic solos exhibiting a departure from the
dominant style of jazz trumpet innovator Louis Armstrong, and his strong impact on Dizzy ...

Roy Eldridge - Wikipedia
A Nashville-based guitarist, writer, and teacher, Sean Weaver has worked with Richard Bennett, Thom Bresh, Billy Cox of
Jimi Hendrix’s Band of Gypsies, Tommy Emmanuel CGP, Vince Gill, Amy Grant, Les Paul, Richard Smith, Lee Ann
Womack, and more.

One Note at a Time: A Chet Atkins Primer | Premier Guitar
This page lists 1780 solo transcriptions that are available somewhere on the Internet. The list also includes solos for
flute,clarinet and EWI.

Solo Transcriptions (Sax) « saxopedia
Questa pagina elenca 1763 transcrizioni disponibili su Internet. La lista include anche assoli di flauto, clarinetto e EWI. Eccetto
dove indicato, tutte le trascrizioni sono nella tonalità originale: i soli per tenore e soprano sono in Bb, i soli per alto e baritono
sono in Eb.

Trascrizioni di assoli « saxopedia
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